
2023 HOME TALENT LEAGUE PLAYOFF (trial basis) - modified double-elimination
 
1 - Four sections and playoffs continue as they are, and determine a champion by August 13
2 - Follow our current final four system, setting first two weeks so each club gets one home game.  However,
Round Three is tentative, based on results of first two weeks.
3 - 2023 final four schedule:

Round One (August 20) East @ Southeast and North @ West
Round Two (August 27) West @ East and Southeast @ North
Round Three (September 3)*** East @ North* and West @ Southeast*
Round Four (September 4) Championship Game

4 - After Round Two games, Round Three is potentially re-set to one of the below scenarios based on results

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SCENARIO A (extremely rare. Hasn’t happened in at least 20 years. No real change from current round robin):
If all four teams are 1-1, Round Three is played as scheduled on September 3 with the winners playing a true
title game on Monday (at opposite site of first game.)

SCENARIO B (happens somewhat regularly. No real change from current round robin): If two clubs are 2-0,
that means there are two clubs at 0-2 who are eliminated.  The two 2-0 clubs haven’t played yet.  Their Round
Three game becomes the Championship Game on September 3, played at the site scheduled above.

*** SCENARIO C (Most normal scenario and typical double-elimination): One team is 2-0, one team is 0-2,
and two teams are 1-1.  The 0-2 team is eliminated.  The 1-1 teams play elimination game in Round Three on
September 3 (either as scheduled OR at opposite site of first matchup, whichever applies).  The winner
advances to play AT the 2-0 team on September 4 and must beat them twice.  If the 2-1 team beats the 2-0
team, then a final game is scheduled for September 10 at the opposite site.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HIGHLIGHTS AND NOTES - modified round-robin (Double-elimination)
A - Preserves existing sectional structure, allowing sections to continue to determine number of games and
playoff structure while also keeping alive the tradition of "sectional champions"
B - Current round robin concept is carried over somewhat.  Witness:

*Schedule favors North/Southeast in odd years and West/East in even years.
*Current procedures for final four stay in place (choose umpires, league gets 10% of gate, etc)
**Allows clubs to plan first two weeks… can’t do that in a true double-elimination**

C - Positive… a team can still win title by going 3-0 on three Sundays (scenario C above)
D - Positive…Eliminates three-way tie possibility and the possibility of a 5-week series
E - Potential downside… does two games on holiday weekend cause problems?
F - The fact that teams could face each other three times opens the door for neutral site games


